Welcome to Barcelona!
In this very difficult moment for the city, all the organisations that normally take care of the visitors
(cultural sites, music promoters, museums, monuments, etc.) have reinvented the way of enjoying
the city. That is why the city still keeps going, even now. #Barcelonavisitsyou tells you about all the
latest things to do. So you won't stop enjoying Barcelona!

Virtual tours and visits
-

Discover the most impressive works of art at the Museu Nacional D'Art de Catalunya
from home and don’t forget to visit the different areas of the museum from a bird's eye view

(https://www.instagram.com/p/CAVczHPDvoK/?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet)

-

Visit one of the Gaudí's impressive building located on Passeig de Gràcia, Casa Batlló

-

Enjoy one of the busiest spots in the city, Sagrada Familia, and see how Gaudí's temple
currently stands

( https://twitter.com/VisitBCN_ES/status/1263394098146357248?s=20)

-

Don't miss out on visiting one of Barcelona's most iconic and emblematic buildings, La
Pedrera

-

Learn about the origins of the treasures on display at Museu del Disseny and marvel at the
ceramics, textiles, furniture, jewelry, clothing through the ages and examples of groundbreaking graphic design. Welcome to a voyage through time!

-

Take the virtual visit to Joan Miró Collection through its online multimedia guide

-

Visit Museu de Ciències Naturals de Barcelona permanent exhibition from home

-

Sit comfortably on the sofa and enjoy iconic pharaohs like Ramses II or Cleopatra VII, at
the Museu Egipci virtual tour

-

Join the virtual guided tour at one of the most iconic Art Nouveau sites in the city, Sant Pau
Recinte Modernista

(https://www.instagram.com/p/CAfv4YNFtut/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link)

-

Have you ever talked to the Museu Picasso head of security? What an idea! He is filming
some of the rooms so that they can be displayed to you…

-

Find out how Montserrat Museum has made available a comprehensive virtual tour that
makes you almost feel you are really there on a sunny springtime day

-

Contemplate one of the symbolic works of the modern movement and a source of inspiration
for generations of architects, Mies Van der Rohe pavillion

-

Explore the human anatomy at the Human Bodies exhibition

-

Travel with Casa Ametller to the Barcelona of 1900

-

Find out the best of Casa de les Punxes: the history and decoration of this emblematic
building by Puig i Cadafalch in successive information clips.

Eating and cooking (from home)
If we're talking about gastronomy in Barcelona, we can't fail to mention Catalan cuisine. Catalonia
is a gastronomic paradise, where Catalan cuisine is a mouthwatering blend of heritage, produce,
terroir, tradition, creativity, innovation… All of these things, together with an endless love of finedining culture, make discovering it with your palate a truly appealing option.
Discover Catalan cuisine for yourself! Check here.
Good enough? We also offer some more options not to miss:
-

See how to make mouthwatering dishes with Nandu Jubany, the renowed chef

-

Try you cooking skills with Restaurant 7 Portes and its recipes: quick and easy-to-make
dishes

-

Enjoy both visually and through your palate the Hoffmann creations

-

Learn from the world's best chef in your own home and show off the recipes, Ferran Adrià

-

Follow the step-by-step instructions through Can Travi Nou restaurant Instagram stories: a
collection of fun and easy recipes of all kinds

-

Share your passion for gastronomy with the series of recipes especially linked to the land
and tradition at Follow the Folk

-

Eager to enjoy a Michelin-star food at home? Just follow Nectari restaurant Instagram
account to get its recipes

-

Give yourself gastronomic joys while you stay home with Arenal restaurant group recipes

-

Keep an eye on Celler de Gelida talks on wine

Music
-

Discover the magic of the Museu de la Música and enjoy live concerts in the museum's
surroundings

-

Be a part of L’Auditori and enjoy the most genuine classical music with its Spotify list

-

Live a jazz show like you were actually there, at Jamboree Jazz Club

-

Enjoy the young talent with Maria Canals International Music Competition, at Palau de
la Música, which has been attracting renowned young pianists to Barcelona for 65 years.

-

Watch and listen to the best classical music performers, thanks to BCN Clàssics

-

Enter Palau Digital and check the virtual extension of Palau de la Música Catalana with
recordings, talks, masterclasses, meet-ups with artists, music diffusion content and content
about our heritage

Enjoy the city kith kids

-

Share your passion for theatre with your kids and enjoy the classics of universal dramatic
literature in the format of an illustrated story at Teatre Lliure

-

Unite opera and family thanks to Gran Teatre del Liceu

-

Let your children discover Catalunya from another point of view: the FB page of Catalunya
en Miniatura supplies you with a series of stories and anecdotes about the park.

-

Sweeten your senses with the Museu de la Xocolata virtual tour

-

Welcome home the Parc d’Atraccions del Tibidabo puppets, crafts, magic shows and
dances!

(https://www.instagram.com/p/CAYDTFul4fB/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link)

Routes and itineraries
Themed routes
How many Barcelonas are you ready to get to know? With our themed trails you can trace the
evolution of the city, from the time when it was a Roman colony to its present-day modern
character, without overlooking the imprints left on the city by some of the foremost geniuses from
the world of art and culture. All the Barcelonas that have shaped, and continue to shape the city, are
waiting for you.
Check the best themed routes to do on your own pace.

(https://www.instagram.com/p/B-

NFivGD0Os/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link)

Itineraries
Whether you only have time to see the essential sights, explore the city in greater depth or manage
to take a trip out of town, you're bound to want to come back to Barcelona.
Check the day itineraries!

Other things to do from home
Two last chances to keep in touch with Barcelona from home:
Enjoy Barcelona blog
And last but not least, have a look at our blog, “Enjoy Barcelona”, where you will find interesting
stories about the city life, gastronomy, the family, traditions and some others.
What’s on in Barcelona newsletter
If you want to get the most out of Barcelona, don't forget to subscribe to our newsletter!
More details and information, here.
See you soon in Barcelona!

